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Abstract
The centrality dependence of (multi-)strange hadron abundances is stud-
ied for Pb(158AGeV)Pb reactions and compared to p(158GeV)Pb collisions.
The microscopic transport model UrQMD is used for this analysis. The pre-
dicted Λ/pi−, Ξ−/pi− and Ω−/pi− ratios are enhanced due to rescattering in
central Pb-Pb collisions as compared to peripheral Pb-Pb or p-Pb collisions.
However, the enhancement is substantially smaller than observed experimen-
tally. The enhancement depends strongly on the kinematical cuts. The max-
imum enhancement is predicted around midrapidity. For Λ’s, strangeness
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suppression is predicted at projectile/target rapidity. For Ω’s, the predicted
enhancement can be as large as one order of magnitude. Comparisons of Pb-
Pb data to proton induced asymmetric (p-A) collisions are hampered due to
the predicted strong asymmetry in the various rapidity distributions of the
different (strange) particle species. In p-Pb collisions, strangeness is locally
(in rapidity) not conserved.
The present comparison to the data of the WA97 and NA49 collaborations
clearly supports the suggestion that conventional (free) hadronic scenarios are
unable to describe the observed high (anti-)hyperon yields in central collisions.
A reduction of the constituent quark masses to the current quark masses
ms ∼ 230MeV, mq ∼ 10MeV, as motivated by chiral symmetry restoration,
yields hyperon production close to the experimentally observed high values.
An ad hoc overall increase of the color electric field strength (effective string
tension of κ = 3GeV/fm) yields similar results. It has been suggested that
these findings might be interpreted as a signal of a phase of nearly massless
particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of strangeness production in relativistic heavy ion collisions is viewed
as a powerful tool to study excited nuclear matter [1–9] and to search for the transition of
(confined) hadronic matter to quark-gluon-matter (QGP). Several possible signals have been
proposed for the observation of such a novel state of matter, but an unambiguous proof of
its existence has not yet been achieved. For a recent review on the current status of possible
QGP-signals see, e.g., [4].
Strange and especially multistrange particles are of interest: Their relative enhancement
and the hadron ratios in central heavy ion collisions, with respect to peripheral (or proton
induced) interactions, have been suggested as a signature for the transient existence of a
QGP-phase [1–3]: The main argument is that the (chemical or flavour) equilibration times
should be much shorter in the plasma phase than in a thermally equilibrated hadronic fireball
of T ∼ 160MeV.
The dominant production mechanism in an equilibrated (gluon rich) plasma phase,
namely the production of ss pairs via gluon fusion (gg → ss) [1], should allow for equi-
libration times similar to the interaction time of the colliding nuclei, and to the expected
plasma lifetime (a few fm/c).
It has been shown recently also in microcanonical calculations [10] that the equilibration
times for kaons are similar to those of e.g. the pions, only in hadronic matter of very large
energy density e ≫ e0 = 0.15 fm
−3, where e0 is the energy density of groundstate nuclear
matter.
Recently, measurements by the WA97 and the NA49 collaborations clearly demonstrated
the relative enhancement of the (anti-)hyperon yields (Λ, Ξ, Ω) in Pb-Pb collisions as com-
pared to p-Pb collisions [11–16]. The observed enhancement increases with the strangeness
content (|S| = 1, 2, 3) of the probe under investigation [11–16]. For the (Ω− +Ω−)-yield the
enhancement factor is as large as 15 ! The data cover the range in transverse energy ET
where the ”anomalous” J/Ψ suppression is observed, a different much sought after signal
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for deconfined matter.
Earlier experiments had also reported the enhanced production of strangeness (mostly
kaons, see e.g. [17–19]).
Here, we investigate the strangeness enhancement within a microscopic transport model:
hadronic and string degrees of freedom are employed in the Ultrarelativistic Quantum Molec-
ular Dynamcis model (UrQMD) [20,21]. The strange baryon yields for Pb(158AGeV)Pb
collisions are computed vs. centrality and for p(158GeV)Pb collisions. The observed to-
tal yields of Λ’s, Ξ’s and Ω’s are well described in the p-Pb case by the present model.
Strangeness enhancement is predicted in the present calculation for Pb-Pb due to rescatter-
ing. However, for central Pb-Pb collisions the experimentally observed hyperon yields are
underestimated by the present calculations. The discrepancy to the data increases strongly
with the strangeness content of the hadron.
An ad hoc overall increase of the color electric field strength (effective string tension of
κ = 3GeV/fm), or, equivalently, a reduction of the constituent quark masses to the current
quark masses enhances the hyperon yields to the experimentally observed high values.
Enhancement factors of ≈ 1.5(2) for Λ’s, ≈ 2(6) for Ξ−’s, and ≈ 5(13) for Ω−’s are ob-
tained at midrapidity. The values in brackets are the results of the reduced masses/enhanced
string tension calculations. The enhancement depends strongly on rapidity: for Λ’s,
strangeness suppression is predicted at projectile/target rapidity. The hyperon yields de-
pend strongly on rapidity and are asymmetric with respect to midrapidity for p-Pb reactions.
Moreover, strangeness is not conserved locally in rapidity. Consequently, enhancement fac-
tors defined at midrapidity are not adequate for that comparison (p-Pb vs. Pb-Pb).
II. THE MODEL
UrQMD is a N-body transport model deviced to simulate heavy ion collisions in the
laboratory energy range from several tens of MeV to several TeV per nucleon. A detailed
documentation of the underlying concepts of the model and comparisons to experimental
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data are available in [20,21]. Binary elastic and inelastic collisions, many body resonance
decays, as well as string decays are treated in the model. Inelastic collisions and decays
are the only source for a change of the chemical composition. Elastic collisions change the
momentum distributions of the hadrons only. String and resonance excitations are present
both in primary nucleon nucleon as well as in secondary collisions. There are 55 baryon
and 32 meson states (as well as their anti-particles) as discrete degrees of freedom in the
model. Explicit isospin-projected states with masses up to 2.5 GeV are included. Strings
can be populated as continuous degrees of freedom for masses ≥ 1.5GeV. Experimental
hadron cross sections and resonance decay widths are taken when available, otherwise the
additive quark model is used to estimate the cross section. Hadrons produced through string
decays are assigned a non-zero formation time which depends on the four-momentum of the
particle. Newly produced particles cannot interact during their formation time. Leading
hadrons may interact within their formation time with a reduced cross section proportional
to the number of original valence quarks. The string tension κ is set to κ = 1GeV/fm [22].
The production probability of a ss¯ pair is reduced as compared to uu¯/dd¯-pairs in the string
models [22] according to the Schwinger formula [23]
γs =
P (ss¯)
P (qq¯)
= exp
(
−
pi(m2s −m
2
q)
2κ
)
. (1)
In central high energy heavy ion collisions the string density can be so high that the
color flux tubes overlap [24,25]. Consequently, the superposition of the color electric fields
yields an enhanced particle production [24,25]. In particular, the heavy flavors and diquarks
are dramatically enhanced due to a higher effective string tension [25–27]. As a consequence
the string fragmentation probability into hyperons is enhanced as well. The increase of the
string tension from κ = 1GeV/fm to κ = 3GeV/fm enhances γs from γs ≈ 0.3 to γs ≈ 0.65
(for constituent quark masses of mq = 0.3GeV and ms = 0.5GeV). However, as seen from
eq.(1), an increase of the string tension κ is equivalent to a decrease of the difference of
the squared constituent quark masses. Therefor, this enhancement could also be due to
a drastic drop in the masses due to chiral symmetry restoration [28,29]. If we assume a
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reduction to the current quark masses, ms ∼ 230MeV, mq ∼ 10MeV, the strangeness to
nonstrange suppression factor is also increased to γs ≈ 0.65. Hence, such doubling of γs
might be interpreted as a signal of a phase of nearly massless particles. Here we increase the
ratio overall, equivalent to an increase of κ from 1GeV/fm to 3GeV/fm. Total energy is
conserved in this process. Hence, the production of non-strange hadrons is only moderately
modified - the pion number changes by less than ≈ 4%. These γs-values are not to be
mixed up with (although striking similar to) the Becattini-values for e+e− ”thermal” string
analysis and for the heavy ion analysis [30–32]
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The yields of strange baryons per event are shown in Fig.1 as a function of the number
of participants Npart for the collisions Pb(158AGeV)Pb and p(158GeV)Pb. The Λ + Λ-
(circles), Ξ−+Ξ−- (squares), and Ω−+Ω−- (triangles) values are depicted, their strangeness
content is |S| = 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A midrapidity cut |y − ycm| < 0.5 has been applied
in accord with [11]. The stars correspond to experimental data of the WA97 collaboration
[11]. Open symbols represent the results of the standard UrQMD calculations. Full symbols
exhibit the UrQMD calculations with the decreased mass square difference, or, equivalently,
the enhanced string tension κ = 3GeV/fm, for the most central collisions (Npart ≥ 300).
The hyperon yields increase nearly like a power-law ln(Y/event) = ln(Nαpart) with the
exponent α ≈ 1.1 for Λ’s and Ξ’s and α ≈ 2 for Ω’s.
All baryon yields increase continuously with centrality up to very central events.
The l.h.s. points (〈Npart〉 ≈ 4) are the inclusive p(158GeV)Pb yields. The data agree
with the calculations for Λ’s, Ξ’s, and Ω’s in p-Pb collisions. The UrQMD results for Pb-
Pb, however are systematically below the experimental data (stars) for Npart > 100. Small
deviations for the Λ’s (open circles) give way to a larger discrepancy (≈ factor 2) for the
Ξ’s (open squares). The Ω’s (open triangles) are underestimated by more than an order of
magnitude in the UrQMD calculations.
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The yields as calculated with decreased mass square difference, or, equivalently, with the
higher string tension (κ = 3GeV/fm) (full symbols) are systematically above the UrQMD
calculations (κ = 1GeV/fm). The apparent improvement of the comparison between data
and model calculations should not be viewed as a solution to the puzzling enhancement
factors: In particular, the nearly constant displacement factor of the data to the model
indicates a different mechanism (the mass reduction or κ increase must physically depend
on the centrality). The surprising complete agreement for Λ’s and Ξ’s is not understood.
The (Ξ− + Ξ¯−)/(Λ + Λ¯) ratio is calculated as 0.07 ± 0.01 and 0.12 ± 0.01 in the UrQMD
and the decreased masses/enhanced string tension calculations, respectively, with the latter
being in accord with the experimental values of the WA97 (0.11 ± 0.003) [13] and NA49
(0.13 ± 0.04) [14] collaborations. The small deviation of the Ω yield can be due to the
slightly underestimated p-Pb data point. The mean values for the Ω yield differ by a factor
≈ 1.6. As a consequence the Ω/Ξ ratio is predicted to be ≈ 0.12 ± 0.02 in contrast to the
WA97 value of about 0.2 [13]. This discrepancy was also found in [33], where the Ω yield
could also not be consistently described with other particle yields in the framework of a Fermi
statistical model analysis, indicating the need for an additional production mechanism. Note
also our discussion of the uncertainties in the centrality variable Npart.
In the calculations Npart is determined via the scaled number of pi
−’s (in 4pi geometry),
Npart ≈ 0.5〈pi
−〉. This number was found to be a robust observable, since it is directly
proportional to the overlap volume of the colliding nuclei and thus to the desired quantity
Npart. One may also determine Npart by counting all collided baryons. This quantity is not
strictly proportional to the geometrical overlap volume and therefore yields a different cen-
trality criterion. Various experimental Npart-determinations have been using Glauber model
estimates, the wounded nucleon model, or the Venus model as well as Fireball-extrapolations
from limited acceptance data.
Strange meson yields are enhanced in the decreased mass square difference/higher string
tension calculations if compared to the UrQMD calculations. The factors are ≈ 1.5 for
kaons and ≈ 2.7 for φ’s, similar to the Λ and Ξ with the same number of strange quarks.
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The comparison of the ratios K+/pi, K−/pi to preliminary NA49 data [36] shows that the
agreement improves for the enhanced γs calculations, whereas the φ/pi ratio seems to be
overestimated by a factor ≈ 1.6 (see Table 1). Note, that the φ measurements by the
NA50 collaboration [37] indicate significantly higher yields than those obtained by NA49.
Additionally, the inverse slope parameters are different (220MeV and 290MeV).
Can one observe an anomalous, sudden threshold enhancement of the (anti-)hyperon
yields with increasing centrality (i.e. number of participants) ? The hyperon-to-pion ratios
are shown in fig. 2 as a function of centrality. The centrality variable chosen here is the
number 〈pi−〉 in 4pi geometry. The pion number 〈pi−〉 scales with the geometrical overlap of
the two nuclei.
A linear increase of the hyperon yields with 〈pi−〉 will yield constant particle ratios Y/pi.
However, these ratios Y/pi− increase with 〈pi−〉 as can be seen in Fig. 2. These ratios are for
the full yields in 4pi geometry. The increase in the ratios is more pronounced if rapidity/pt
cuts are applied [34].
The full symbols in Fig.2 correspond to the reduced mass/increased κ = 3GeV/fm
calculations. Open symbols are the UrQMD calculations (κ = 1GeV/fm). There is a clear
enhancement of the hyperon-to-pion ratio in central Pb-Pb collisions as compared to the
inclusive p-Pb and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions. The predicted threshold enhancement of
both Ξ’s and Ω’s is between Npart ≈ 10 and 25. This indicates that multiple collisions
and rescattering effects become important and thus allow for multiple production of heavy
strange quarks [35]. For larger 〈pi−〉-values the ratios increase only moderately. The WA97
collaboration has reported a nearly linear increase in the yields for Npart > 100.
If constituent quark mass reduction or collective string effects (κ = 3GeV/fm) are taken
into account for the more central collisions (full symbols) then the overall enhancement
of strange particle production becomes also stronger. The change of the ratio Y/pi− due
to the reduced mass/increased string tension grows with the strangeness content of the
probe. The star in Fig.2 represents an estimate for the Ξ−/pi− ratio in 4pi geometry of the
NA49 collaboration [36]. Again, it coincides with the reduced mass/enhanced string tension
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calculations.
The strangeness enhancement factor
EY = (Y/pi)Pb−Pb,central/(Y/pi)Pb−Pb,peripheral (2)
is predicted in Fig.3 as a function of rapidity for Λ, Ξ− and Ω− hyperons, respectively. The
full range of transverse momenta is taken pt ≥ 0GeV/c. The open symbols correspond
to the UrQMD calculations (κ = 1GeV/fm). Full symbols are the enhancement factors
if the reduced mass/enhanced string tension calculations are taken into account for the
central collisions. The enhancement factors reach a maximum around midrapidity and
decrease continuously towards target/projectile rapidity, thus demonstrating the importance
of secondary collisions. Values of EΛ ≈ 1.5, E
∗
Λ ≈ 2.0, EΞ− ≈ 2.2, E
∗
Ξ− ≈ 6.0, EΩ− ≈ 4.8,
and E∗Ω− ≈ 13 are obtained at midrapidity. The stars indicate the reduced mass/enhanced
string tension calculations for the central events. The enhancement factors grow with the
strangeness content of the particle. This is in line with the experimental finding [12,11].
Strangeness suppression is predicted for the Λ’s at target/projectile rapidity. This is due to
the associated production of Λ’s via e.g. pp → pΛK+, where the produced Λ carries the
full momentum of the incident proton. This occurs more frequently in peripheral than in
central Pb-Pb collisions.
The enhancement factors EY here are not determined from the ratios of central Pb-Pb
to p-Pb collisions: the rapidity distributions in p-Pb are strongly asymmetric (see fig.4).
The anti-baryons (p,Λ,Ξ−, etc.) are predominantly produced at midrapidity, while the
distributions of K’s, Λ’s and Ξ−’s (and pi’s) are strongly shifted to target rapidity and are
additionally asymmetric. Thus, a comparison of midrapidity yields in central Pb-Pb and
p-Pb is not adequate.
The asymmetry of the collision system p-Pb is also demonstrated by the (net-)strangeness
rapidity distribution dS/dy in Fig.5. s-quarks (S=-1) (squares) and s¯-quarks (S=1) (circles)
and their sum are depicted. The S = 1 values represent the sum of (K++K0+Λ¯+Σ¯)+2 (Ξ¯)+
3 (Ω¯), while the S = −1 values are determined by (K− + K¯0 +Λ+Σ) + 2 (Ξ) + 3 (Ω). The
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target rapidity region is dominated by strangeness production, while the anti-strangeness
dominates around midrapidity. If confirmed experimentally this result is important for
the production of (multi-)hypernuclei or strangelets: The finite initial net strangeness will
support the strangeness distillery mechanism [38].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
(Anti-)Hyperon yields in central Pb(158AGeV)Pb collisions [11–16] are strongly en-
hanced in comparison to p(158GeV)Pb and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions. This enhancement
grows quadratically with the strangeness content of the hyperon. The present model predicts
that strangeness enhancement occurs as a threshold effect already at rather small number
of participants (< 25) due to rescattering. For larger participant numbers the yields grow
almost linearly with Npart. Reducing the effective masses of the constituent quarks to the
current quark mass values (or, equivalently, increasing the string tension) for central colli-
sions yields large additional enhancement, which grows with the strangeness content in a
similar manner as the data. The experimentally observed high hyperon yields in central
Pb-Pb collisions cannot be predicted in our conventional hadron-string dynamics. The ra-
pidity distributions in p-Pb collisions are asymmetric with respect to midrapidity. Thus,
comparing the midrapidity p-A yields to peripheral or central Pb-Pb-data is misleading.
Strangeness is locally (in rapidity) not conserved in p-Pb collisions.
The comparison to data of the WA97 and NA49 collaborations shows clearly that there
seems to be no conventional hadronic scenario which is able to describe the high hyperon
yields. This is so far the only clear signal which contradicts transport calculations based on
hadronic and string degrees of freedom and therefore indicates an extraordinary behaviour
of hot and dense matter in the early phase, possibly a transition to a chirally restored state.
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TABLES
TABLE I. K+/(0.5(pi+ + pi−)),K−/(0.5(pi+ + pi−)), and φ/(0.5(pi+ + pi−)) ratios in cen-
tral Pb(158AGeV)Pb collisions as calculated with UrQMD (left column), with decreased
masses/enhanced string tension (see text, middle column) and compared to preliminary NA49
data (right column).
UrQMD mod. UrQMD, γs prel. NA49
K+/pi 0.12 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.01 0.16± 0.013
K−/pi 0.065 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.09± 0.008
φ/pi 0.007 ± 0.001 0.02 ± 0.001 0.0127 ± 0.0014
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FIGURES
FIG. 1. (Anti-)Hyperons per event at midrapidity |y−ycm| < 0.5 as a function of the number of
participants Npart for Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions at 158AGeV. The yields of Λ+Λ (circles), Ξ
−+Ξ−
(squares) and Ω−+Ω− (triangles) increase continuously with Npart. Stars are experimental data by
the WA97 collaboration (for Λ’s, Ξ’s and Ω’s). Open symbols represent the UrQMD calculations.
Full symbols are the results of the reduced masses/enhanced string tension calculations.
FIG. 2. Hyperon to pi− ratios in p-Pb and Pb-Pb at 158AGeV as a function of the num-
ber of negativly charged pions (in 4pi geometry). Open symbols are UrQMD calculations,
while full symbols at the more central collisions (Npi− ≥ 300) are obtained from the reduced
masses/κ = 3GeV/fm calculations. All ratios increase towards more central collisions indicating
the strangeness enhancement which grows with the strangeness content of the particle. The star
is an estimate of the Ξ−/pi− ratio in central collisions by the NA49 collaboration.
FIG. 3. Rapidity dependence of the strangeness enhancement factors EΛ, EΞ and EΩ, defined
as the relative enhancement of the hyperon yields in the most central compared to peripheral
Pb-Pb collisions in the respective rapidity bin. The reduced masses/(κ = 3GeV/fm) calculations
(full symbols) yield an additional enhancement as compared to the standard UrQMD calculations.
The enhancement is maximum at midrapidity. For the Λ’s, strangeness suppression is predicted at
target/projectile rapidity.
FIG. 4. Rapidity distributions of pions, kaons, anti-protons and (anti-)hyperons in
p(158GeV)Pb collisions. While anti-baryons are predominantly produced at midrapidity, the other
distributions are strongly asymmetric with respect to midrapidity (ycm = 0), shifted towards target
rapidity.
FIG. 5. Strangeness rapidity distributions dS/dy in p(158GeV)Pb collisions of positive
strangeness (S = 1) (circles), negative strangeness (S = −1) (squares), and the sum of both
(stars), respectively. Strangeness is locally not conserved.
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